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The Measurement of Backscatter Coefficient
from a Broadband Pulse-Echo System:
A New Formulation
Xucai Chen, Dan Phillips, Karl Q. Schwarz, Jack

Abstract-A
new formulation for obtaining the absolute backscatter coefficient from pulse-echo measurements
is presented. Using this formulation, performing the diffraction correction and system calibration is straightforward.
The diffraction correction function for the measurement of
backscatter coefficient and the acoustic coupling function
for a pulse-echo system are defined. Details of these functions for two very useful cases are presented: a flat disk
transducer and a spherically focused transducer. Approximations of these functions are also provided. For a flat disk
transducer, the final formulation appears as a modification
to the established Sigelmann-Reid formulation. For a focused transducer, the final correction is a weak function of
frequency when the scattering volume is near the focal area,
rather than the frequency squared dependence proposed by
earlier investigators.

I. INTRODUCTION

, the “backscatter coefficient” is a parameter that describes the effectiveness
with which the tissue scatters ultrasound energy. Recovering this parameter from a pulse-echo system has been
pursued by many investigators. The American Institute
of Ultrasound in Medicine (AIUM) [l]recommends that
“measurements of the backscatter coefficient in phantom
materials should be made using the Sigelmann-Reid [a]
technique”, where the farfield of a flat transducer is used,
and system calibration is accomplished by substitution
with a reference plate. In the final data reduction, the
area of the transducer beam appears as a correction factor.
This has caused some confusion, since some investigators
used the -3 dB beamwidth while others used the -6 dB
beamwidth. Alternative techniques and methods of data
reduction have been proposed [3]-[5]. System normalization is replaced by a volume integral of the pressure distribution pattern and the distribution function of the scatterers in the method of Campbell and Waag. [3] A similar
integral is developed in the method given by Madsen et al.
[41
We have developed another formulation for the data reduction of the absolute backscatter coefficient from pulse-
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echo measurements. This formulation uses simple functions with tractable approximations which are, in some
instances, simple constants. In Section 11, the sonar equations for a single scatterer as well as a distribution of scatterers are derived. The diffraction correction function is
defined. The effect of the attenuation is includedl by using
complex wave numbers and is elaborated in Appendix B.
System calibration is discussed, and the acoustic coupling
correction coefficient is defined. In Section 111, the diffraction correction function and the acoustic coupling function
for two very useful cases are presented: the flat disk transducer and the spherically focused transducer. Approximations of these functions are provided. In Section IV, the
new formulation is compared with established methods.
The AIUM recommended Sigelmann-Reid method is derived as a special case of our formulation for a flat transducer, and a modification to their formulation is proposed.
The formulation for the focused transducer given by Madsen et al. [4] is also evaluated. For simplicity, the pulse
duration is assumed to be much smaller than thle receiver
time gate duration. The modification to the ba,ckscatter
formulation due to this simplification is discussed in Appendix A. The effect of coherent scattering can be ignored
under this assumption. [4]

11. THEBASICFORMULATION
A . The Incident Wave
In the following discussion, a broadband pulse--echosystem is assumed. Frequency domain analysis will be used,
where the time and frequency domain representations of
any signal are related by the Fourier transform pair:

and w = 27r f is the angular frequency of the acoustic wave.
Since p(t) is real, we have P ( - w ) = P*(w).The geometry
of a typical measurement system is shown in Fig. 1, where
the material or tissue to be measured is surrounded by a
well-characterized fluid medium. The surrounding medium
has density po and sound speed eo. In general, co is complex, so that the wave number k = w / c o is also complex.
In the transmission mode, the transducer surface is driven
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into oscillation by an electrical excitation such that the
normal velocity distribution on the transducer surface is
U T ( r T ; w ) . The incident pressure field at r, denoted by
P i n ( r ; w) iii the frequency domain, can be written as

where Po(w) = pOcoU(w)is the characteristic pressure amplitude at the transducer surface, U ( w ) is the overall normal velocity on the transducer surface, and & ( r ; w ) is the
radiation pattern defined as

where UT(rT; w ) / U ( w )can be regarded as the relative sensitivity and phase delay of each transducer element, and
r& = Ir r T / is the distance from the point source on the
transducer surface to the point of observation. Using this
definition of the radiation pattern, the transducer can be
focused either geometrically or dynamically through phase
delays. This expression for the radiation pattern is rigorous for a transducer with active element larger than the
acoustic wavelength ( k a >> I).
-

B. The Received Scattered Wave from a Single Scatterer
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can be expressed as the average of P , ( r ; w ) on the transducer surface, i.e.

where SR is the area of the active transducer element, and
UR(r; w ) / U ( w ) can be regarded as the relative sensitivity
and phase delay of a receiver element. Let us define

as the radiation pattern of the receiver, where rb = r ,
is the distance from the point receiver on the transducer
surface to the point of observation. Combining (6-8), we
have
-

Ps(r;w) = P o ( w ) D T ( r ; w)[i27r@,(r; w ) / ( k . S R ) ] D R ( r ;w).
(9)

Eq. (9) is analogous to the sonar equation for a single
scatterer where z27rQs(r; w ) / ( k .SR)
is the target response.
In time domain, p,(r; t ) is localized around t = 2r/c under
most pulse-echo conditions.
Since the transmitter and the receiver are identical and
reversible transducers, we have
DT(r;w) = DR(r;w)

For a single scatterer located at r, the scattered pressure
P s ( r , r s ; w ) far away from the scatterer ( k r , >> 1) can be
written as

44,

= D(r;w).

(10)

In the following discussion, we will continue to use different
transmitter and receiver radiation pattern nomenclature,
when necessary, to help keep track of the derivation.

C. The Received Scattered Wave from an Inhomogeneity
where @,(r;w ) is the scattering amplitude function, and
rs is measured from the scatterer to the observation point.
The scattering amplitude depends on the size and shape of
the scatterer, as well as its compressibility contrast, T~ =
( K - K O ) / K O , and density contrast, yp = ( p - p o ) / p , relative
to the surrounding medium, and the scattering angle, 8, =
arccos(k,, . ks/k2).
When the scatterer is small compared
with the wavelength, the Rayleigh approximation can be
used, i.e.

(5)
For a weak scatterer with lypi
approximat ion

<<

1, we have the Born

The scattered pressure wave from an inhomogeneity can
be expressed as [6]

where P ( r ; w ) is the pressure in the medium, g (rslr;w ) =
exp(ikrs)/4nr, is the three-dimensional free-space Green's
function, and the gradient operator is with respect to r.
When the observation point is far away from the scattering
region ( k r , >> l),we have

v g ( r s Ir; w)=

exp(ikr,)

4nr,

(-iks).

Now let us assume that over the volume of interest the
pressure distribution is not far different from a plane wave
such that V P ( r ; w)= P(r;w ) ( i k i n ) ,or
Using this definition, the differential scattering crossVDT(r;w) N &(r;u)(ikin),
section of the scatterer is given by n d ( r ; w ) = J @ , ( ~ ; W ) ( ~ .
Since the scattering angle at the surface of the transducer then (11) can be written as
is nearly 180" for r , >> a , it will be treated as a constant
Ps(r,rs;w)=
in the following discussion.
The scattered acoustic pressure received by a phase sensitive transducer due to the presence of the single scatterer

(13)
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+

where yKp(r)= yn(r) yp(r) cos 8, is the combined compressibility and density contrast at r, and cos0, = k,, .
k,/k2.
The scattered pressure, detected by the receiver, is the
average over the receiver surface, as defined by (7). Then

where D T ( r ; w ) is the radiation pattern of the transmitter, and DR(r;w) is the radiation pattern of the receiver,
as defined earlier. Since D T ( r ; w ) = D R ( r ; u )from (lo),
D(r;w)will be used in later discussions.
The scattered power as received by the phase sensitive
transducer is therefore (except for a constant for unit conversion)

The mean power is calculated from

-b
2

Fig. 1. Scattering geometry.

x (YKp(r)Y:p(r/)) dV(r)dV(r’), (17)

where (YKp(r)T&(r’))is the auto-correlation function
of m,(r) and is dependent on the distance Ira1 only,
where r A = r’ - r. From (13), we have D(r’;w)
D(r;w)exp(iki,n.ra)for ki,.ra << 1.If \ D ( r ;w)I4 does not
change significantly over the correlation length of m,(r),
the integrals in the above equation can be de-coupled.
Then (17) becomes

(I8)
where integration is over the whole volume the scatterers
occupy, and ~ ( wis)defined as

Experimentally, scatterers are often present outside the
volume of interest, and a receiver time-gate t =- [tl,t 2 ] is
used to select a sample volume. Thus the integration is over
a finite volume bounded by the two hemisphericd surfaces
as depicted in Fig. 1. Let us define the mean diffraction
correction function for the backscatter measurement as

where 1 = cr/2 is the length of the sample, and 7- = t 2 - tl
is the duration of the receiver gate. Then (18) takes the
form of

When a distribution of discrete scatterers are present in
the acoustic field, the received echo is the sum of individual
echoes, i.e.
N

A similar but more detailed analysis of the double volume
int,egral is provided by Campbell and Waag [3].
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k2

where a S ( r ; w) = +(yn - "iP)is the backscatter amplitude function of an individual scatterer. For simplicity, the
scatterers are assumed to be identical spheres. When the
scatterers are randomly distributed, the scattered power
from the scattering region can be derived using the same
procedure discussed for scattering from an inhomogeneity.
For discrete scatterers, we have
Tic&) =

{ ;;

-

yP, inside a scatterer,
otherwise

(23)

Let no be the number density of the scatterers, then
for an elementary volume dV there are nodV scatterers.
The auto-correlation function of ynP(r)can be found from
geometrical considerations as
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function is measured by putting a perfectly reflecting reference plate at the location of the sample volume. Others
have suggested putting the reference plate at half that distance. We will demonstrate later that the most convenient
position is in the nearfield for a flat transducer and in the
geometrical focal plane for a focused transducer.
It is instructive to note that if a perfectly reflective planar target of large extent is located perpendicular to the
acoustic axis zref away from the transducer surface, the
reflected acoustic pressure detected by the transducer is
equal to the average acoustic pressure from an identical
transducer placed 2zr,f away, i . e.

where P i n ( r ; w ) = P o ( w ) D T ( r ; w ) is the transmitted pressure field at r, UR(rR;w)/U(w)
is the relative sensitivity
of the receiver element at r R , as defined earlier, and the
integration is over the surface of the receiver. Define
Otherwise.
The value of the auto-correlation function a t Ira1 = 0 is
the mean square value of the compressibility-density contrast, which is easily proved since no(47raz/3) is the volume
fraction of the total discrete scatterers. Substituting into
(19), we find the backscatter coefficient of the distribution
of scatterers under that condition k a , << 1 is

v(w)= n O g d ( W ) ,

as the acoustic coupling function from the transducer surface to the reference plane and back to the transducer surthen (27) becomes
face [7],

(25)

where od(w) = ' l Q S ( r ; w ) l 2 is the differential backscatter cross-section of each individual scatterer. Equation
(25) indicates that the backscatter coefficient is the mean
backscatter cross-section per unit volume.

Using the same electro-mechanical coupling factors defined earlier, the voltage output due to the reflective wave
at the transducer is

E.System Calibration
Combining (26) and (30), we find the backscatter coefficient is

Using electrical equivalent, (21) can be written as

(IVs(r E

v;w)12)= Iv~~(~).x~(w).xR(w)I~.~~(~)
.Z.E,(rE v ; w ) ,

(26)

where Vs(r E V ; w ) is the received voltage signal from
the scattering volume, Xn(w)is the electrical signal driving the transducer, X T ( W )= Po(w)/V,,(w)is the electromechanical coupling factor of the transducer in transmit mode, and X,(w) = V s ( r ; w ) / P s ( r ; w ) is electromechanical coupling factor of the transducer in receive
mode.
In (26), the backscatter coefficient ~ ( w is
) actually the
parameter of interest. Since Ds(r E V ; w )can be obtained
either analytically or numerically, ~ ( w can
)
be calculated
if the system response function II&(w) . X T ( W .) X R ( W ) is
/~
obtained. It is important to stress here that using the formulation given by (as),the system response function does
not include the radiation pattern of the transducer. In the
Sigelmann and Reid technique, [a] the system response

to which the transmission loss through the medium-tissue
interface and attenuation correction can be incorporated
to arrive at

v(w) =

(IVsCr E V;w)I2)
IDref(2zref;w)12
/~ref(2zref;w)12 < 4 . ~ ~ ( r ; .
w l) . ~ ~ ( F ; w ) ,
(32)

where

represents the transmission loss, poco and pc being the
acoustic impedance of the medium and the tissue, respectively, and A, ( F ; w) represents the attenuation correction
derived in Appendix B.
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111. SPECIFICAPPLICATIONS
From (31) and (32), the backscatter coefficient ~ ( wis)
obtained from two measurements, the power spectra of
the backscatter signal and the reflected signal from a flat
reference plate. The final data reduction involves the computation of the mean diffraction correction coefficient for
backscatter Ds(r E V ;w),defined in ( 2 0 ) , and the coupling function Dref (22,,f; w), defined in (28). In general,
the computation of Os(,E V ; w ) involves a surface integral over the surface of the transducer, followed by a volume integral over the space the scatterers occupy; and the
computation of Dref(2zref;
w) involves a surface integral
over the transducer, followed by another surface integral
over the surface of the “mirror” transducer. Fortunately,
it is possible to reduce these tedious and complex computations into simple function evaluations for some very
important applications.
The mean diffraction correction function for the
backscatter measurement, defined in (20), can be regarded
as the mean value of D,(r; w)along the length of the sample, L e .

where is the mean distance from the transducer surface
to the sample volume, and D,(r; w)is the diffraction correction function defined as

where the integration is over the hemispherical surface
with a radius r , as depicted in Fig. 1.
The integral in (34) can be replaced by D,(r E V ;w)
D,(r;w) if D , ( r ; w ) does not vary significantly over the
integral length, as is the case in many practical situations.
Due to the finite length of the transmitted pulse, the
integration volume is actually more complicated than
given here. A more detailed discussion is included in Appendix A, where a spatial receiving gate is defined. The
discussion given here is valid when the pulse duration is
much smaller than the receiving gate duration.

0.1

0.01

1

10

2
1

Fig. 2. Diffraction correction coefficient D , ( T ; w ) vs. g / r , normalized
by 7ru2/r2 (top) and 4 7 r / ( k ~ )(bottom).
~
For the flat disk transducer,
g = k a 2 / 2 r ; for the focused transducer, g = G,(ro/r - 1). Dashed
lines represent the approximations. The approximations are almost
indistinguishable from the numerical results for the scales used.

where Y = ka’/r, 2 = kasin8, and ul(Y,2) and uz(Y,2)
are the Lommel function of the first order and second order, given by, respectively

F(-l)n)(;

2n+1

n=O

n=O

and J n ( Z ) is the n-th order cylindrical Bessel function.
Substituting into (35), we have

A . The Flat Disk Transducer
For a flat disk transducer, the relative sensitivity of the
transducer surface can be written as

where a is the radius of the active element. The diffraction pattern of such a transducer has been solved in many
forms. Using the spherical coordinates shown in Fig. 1 and
the diffraction pattern given in Chen et al. [SI, we have

This integral is readily evaluated using the method discussed in Chen et al. [SI where alternative formulations of
(38) are provided for specific values of Y and 2.
Fig. 2 shows D3(r;w)plotted against g Y / 2 = k a 2 / 2 r
on logarithmic scale, normalized by Ta2/r2. The parame(37) ter g can be considered as a normalized distance from the

lo(,;4i4= 1 exp(ikr)14 [ u l ( 2)’
~ , + u 2 ( ~z,) ~ ] ’
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1.o

transducer to the scatterer location. The dependence of
Ds(r;w) on g can be divided into two intervals, g < T and
g > i7. For g < i7, the variation of D, ( r ;w ) is relatively
slow, while for g > T , D s ( r ;w) is nearly inversely proportional to g 2 . The following empirical expressions can be
used:

0.1
L
h

3.
N

8

2
0.0

The limiting value of D , ( r ; w ) for g <<
where

T

is (7ru2/r2)E,,
0.0
0.01

0.1

1

10

SIX

-

Fig. 3 . Acoustic coupling correction jDref(2zrei;w ) I 2 vs. g/T.For the
flat transducer, g = ka2/2z,,f, and z,,f is the distance from the
transducer to the reference plate; For the focused transducer, the
reference plate is positioned in the focal plane such that z,,f = T O
and g = G,. Dashed lines represent the approximations.

S [ J l ( Y ,Z)]4Z-3dZ = 0.46.

Since r/ro = (g/i7)-’ is the distance from the transducer
to the scatterer location, normalized by the Rayleigh distance of the transducer TO ka2/27r, it might be conceptually more evident to express the above relationship as

47r/( k 4 ”

TITO

It states that the expected backscatter power from the
scattering volume is equivalent to the backscatter power
as measured at a distance F away from a single scatterer
in a plane wave field with an effective cross-section of
teff = Neffod. The effective beam cross-section for the
backscatter measurement is about 46% of the geometrical cross-section of the transducer in this case.
It is easy to demonstrate numerically that if 1 << 7 , the
mean diffraction correction function for the backscatter
measurement can be replaced by the diffraction correction
function at the mean distance from the transducer, i e . ,
D,(r E V; w) E Ds(T;w) From (42), it can be approximated by

1,

[4T/(kU)2] (7r”,)
(r/ro)-2
x exp [--E,7r(r/r0)-~] , r / r o > 1.(42)
Numerical investigation of (39) indicates that (42) provides the value of D,(r;w) correct to within 1 / 2 dB for
any value of TITO.
Several conclusions can be made from
Fig. 2 and (42): (1) when the distance from the transducer to the scattering volume is small compared t o the
Rayleigh distance, the diffraction correction varies slowly
with distance, but it is inversely proportional to the frequency squared; (2) when the distance is much larger than
the Rayleigh distance, the diffraction correction varies
slowly with frequency, but it is inversely proportional
to the distance squared; (3) beyond the Rayleigh distance, the diffraction correction function decreases slower
than r P 2 ;(4) for a particular transducer, the diffraction
reaches maximum at T,,,/T~
M 1.16, where Ds(r,,,;w)
1 . 1 3 . 4 7 r / ( k ~=
) ~1 4 . 2 / ( k ~ ) ~ .
The physical meaning of (42) becomes obvious when the
case of an ensemble of discrete scatterers is reconsidered.
Substituting (42) into (21) we find

For a flat disk transducer with an element radius of a,
the acoustic coupling function Dref(2zref;
w) is the Lomme1 diffraction function. A closed form of this function
has been given by Rogers and Van Buren [9] and Chen et
al. 171 as

I

where zref is the distance from the transducer to the reference plate, and g = ka2/2zref can be considered as a normalized distance. The numerical value of I D r e f ( 2 ~ r e fw)I2
;
is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of g. The dependence of
jDref(2zref;w)12on g can also be divided into two intervals, g < i7 and g > i7. For g < 7r, lDref(2zref;w)I2is
nearly
to g 2 , while for .q > T , the variation of
Neff g d
. proportional
.
lPo(w)l2 . 7.
(44) IDref(2zref;w)I2is relatively slow. The following empirical

Let us define Neff = no .TU” 1. E , as the effective number
of scatterers in the integration volume. It is the number of
scatterers in the volume projected by the transducer surface along the length of sample, modified by the correction
coefficient E,. Using this definition, we have

(IP,(r E V;W)l2)
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expressions can be used

0.1
v

which can also be written as

0”

0.01

i

0.5

2

rho

The above discussion indicates that the sample volume
and the reference plate can be positioned at different locations. If we allow zref = F , (31) becomes

Fig. 4. Diffraction correction coefficient D , ( r ;w ) vs. r / n , normalized
by 7ru2/r2 for the focused transducer, for focusing factors G, = 7r,
27r, 37r, and 47r. For TO = 50.4 mm and a = 6.35 mm, these correspond t o 1.87 MHz, 3.75 MHa, 5.62 MHa, and 7.50 MHz, respectively.
Dashed lines represent the approximations.

we have Y = 29
we again have

+ 2G,(1

- cos0). Substituting into (35),

Ds(r;w) = -

+ [u2(Y,Z)Z/Y]’}‘
Notice that the final correction is nearly proportional to
the frequency squared.

B. The Focused Transducer
For a spherically focused transducer, the relative sensitivity of the transducer surface can be written as

2-3

[

I - ( k:)2]-+dZ.

(54
This expression is identical in form to (39) for the flat disk
transducer. For high frequency (ku>> 1) weakly focused
transducers ( a / q << I), the dependence of the diffraction
correction on 191 is very similar to that for the flat disk
transducer, as shown in Fig. 2. This is not surprising, however, since the only difference between (39) and (52) is the
definition of Y.It is easy to demonstrate numerically that
Y M 29 Z’/(krO) M 29 for values of Z which contribute
significantly to the integral. Notice that the parameter g
has values close to zero when the scatterer is nea,r the focal area of the transducer, corresponding to the farfield
of a flat transducer. The approximate form given in (44)
translates to

+

where a is the radius of the active element, T O is the radius
of curvature (geometric focal length). The radiation pattern of the focused transducer is more complicated than
that of the flat disk transducer. However, most measurements with focused transducers are made near the focal
area. The radiation pattern here has been given in different
forms by several authors. Using the spherical coordinates
shown in Fig. 1 and the diffraction pattern given in Chen
et al. [8] , we have

i D s ( r ;w)
(7ra2/T2)Emexp [-(&o/+;(ro/r
- l)’] ,
(1 7r/GP)-’ I r/ro I (1 - 7r/GP)-’,
(7ra’/rz) [G,(ro/r - I)’] -’,
otherwise.

+

(53)
Shown in Fig. 4 are the numerical values of D,(r.; w)normalized by r a 2 / r 2 as a function of r/ro for G, := 7r, 27r,
where Y = (ka’/r) (1 - T cos S / r o ) , and 2 = kasin 0, and 37r, aad 47r, calculated from (52) and (53). For weakly fou l ( Y , Z ) and u z ( Y , Z ) are the Lommel functions of the cused transducers with moderate pressure gain factors, the
first and second kind defined earlier. Letting G, = ka2/2ro approximate expression given by (53) provides the correct
stand for the pressure gain factor, and 9 = G,(ro/r - 1), value of D s ( r ;w) to within l / 2 dB. Several conclusions can
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be made from Fig. 4 and (53): (1) when the scattering volume is close to the geometric focus, the diffraction correction varies slowly with frequency, and is inversely proportional to the distance squared; (2) at the geometric focus,
D s ( r ; u ) = ( 7 r u 2 / ~ i ) E ,does not depend on frequency;
(3) Beyond the focal point, the diffraction correction decreases faster than T - ~ ; (4)for a transducer with a particular geometry at a particular frequency, the diffraction
correction reaches a maximum at Tmax x ro(1- 27r2/3Gg),
where DS(rmax;
w ) M (7ra2/rg)E, exp [ ( 2 / 3 ) ( G , / ~ ) - ~ ] .
Similar to the flat disk transducer, it is easy to demonstrate numerically that, if 1 << F, the mean diffraction
correction function for the backscatter measurement can
be replaced by the diffraction correction function at the
mean distance from the transducer, Le., Ds(r E V ; w )
D s ( T ; w ) .From (53), it can be approximated by

44,NO. 2,MARCH 1997

of practical interest. Therefore, we have
IDref(2~0;
w)I2

exp [-(~/T)(G,/T)-'/~]

, G, > T .
(58)

If we allow zref = F = T O , (31) becomes

. exp [ - ( 2 / 7 r ) ( G , / ~ ) ~ ~./ ~ ]

(59)

Notice that there is only a weak frequency dependence in
the final correction.

IV.DISCUSSIONS

-

Ds(r E V ; w )2
(7ra2/r2)E,exp [-(E,/.ir)Gg(ro/F - 1)2],
(1 T / G - p)-' 5 ./TO 5 (1 - r/G,)-',
( n a 2 / T 2 )[Gp(ro/T- 1)2]-2,
(54)

+

We now demonstrate that the AIUM recommended
Sigelmann-Reid [a] formulation can be derived as a special
case of our formulation. The Sigelmann-Reid formulation
can be written as ((23) in [2])

otherwise.
The acoustic coupling function Dref(2zref;
w ) for a
spherically focused transducer has been given by Chen et
al. as [7] (after the substitution i = - j is made)

-1{exp
X

[T

(x

-

31

where g = ka2/2zref,x = 2zref/ro
/

2n

sine

-

[f (z

-

31

1, and
\

(56)

Generally, evaluation of (57-58) is necessary to obtain
/Dref(2zref;
w ) 12. When the reference plate is positioned in
the focal plane, i.e. z,,f = T o , we have x = 1 and g = G,.
Then the functions So(z,g) and Sl(z,g) reduce to Jo(G,)
and Jl(G,), respectively, and (55) becomes [7]

where the attenuation correction has been suppressed, 1
is used in place of c(t2 - tl)/2, and se^ is the effective
beam cross-sectional area. Using their recommendation,
the -3 dB beam area is used as the effective beam crosssectional area, i. e.

When the same experimental condition is used, and calibration is performed by substituting the sample volume
with a perfect reflector (zref = T),(31) can also be written in the form of (60), except the effective beam crosssectional area is

(61) and (62) are identical except for a numerical constant. The difference in the numerical constant can be explained by the fact that the -3 dB beam cross-sectional
area is derived from ID(r;w)I2,while in our formulation
the effective beam area is derived from ID(r;w)I4 which
has a narrower lateral distribution. We propose that the
Dr,f(2r0;w) = -1 1- exp(-iG,) [Jo(G,) iJl(G,)]
. effective beam cross-section defined in (62) be used in the
(57) Sigelmann-Reid formulation, instead of the -3 dB beam
cross-sectional area.
It is important to stress that the Sigelmann-Reid
The numerical value of IDref(zref;W)I2
as a function of G,
is identical to that for the flat disk transducer in this case. method is based on the assumption that the pressure disAgain the coupling function IDref(zref;
w ) l2 is only weakly tribution has reached spherical spreading at the location
dependent on the acoustic frequency when G, > T , and of the sample volume, ie. the pressure amplitude decays
this function can be replaced by the simple form given in as l/r. This requires that F >> ka2/27r, the latter being the
(34). Because G, is the pressure gain factor of the focused Rayleigh distance of the transducer. A safe estimate of the
transducer, the condition G, > T is satisfied for most cases distance is F 2 ka2/2. However, the -3 dB beamwidth is

{

+

}
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comparable with the diameter of the transducer at these
locations, and poor spatial resolution is achieved. Also, the
required distance becomes prohibitively large for relatively
high frequencies such that the signal-to-noise ratio poses
an additional difficulty to the accurate measurement of
backscatter coefficient. For example, for f = 5 MHz and
a = 6.35 mm, we have 2 k a 2 / 2 = 0.40 m. For these
parameters, the sample should probably be placed at the
Rayleigh distance of the transducer, and the exact numerical solution of (20) and (28) or the approximate solutions
in (42) and (48) should be used for the final data reduction.
As for the spherically focused transducer, many formulations exist. The following formulation for the backscatter
coefficient from pulse-echo measurement was presented by
Madsen et al. [4]

where (lVs(r E V ;w ) I 2 ) is the averaged power spectrum of
the gated radio-frequency signal from the scattering volume, a ( ~is) defined as

x sinc

[‘

] Ai(r;w)/ ,

Fig. A l . A more realistic scattering geometry for tissue characterization, and the definition of the spatial receive gate.

Combining (63), (66) and ( 6 8 ) , the backscatter coefficient
is
N

4

w2nw’)r

Transducer

VM-I-Z(W)

(64)

r is the receive gate duration, T ( w ) B ( w )represents the
system response function, and Ao(w)is defined as

=

(IVsCr E VP)I2) IDref(2zref;w)I2
/Kef(2xref;w)12 I .D,(r E

~ (69)
3’

which is identical to our formulation as given by (31).

V. CONCLUSION

A new formulation for measuring the backscatter coefficient is presented. System calibration is accomplished by
using a reference plate (a perfect reflector), as ]has been
suggested by olhers. Two riondiniensional collection functions are defined as integrals of the diffraction pattern of
the transducer. Approximate solutions are provided for
two useful cases, the flat disk transducer and the spherically focused transducer. These solutions are easy to evaluate numerically. For the flat disk transducer, the final
data rcduction involvcs a corrcction proportional to the
a(w) /T(w)B(w)I2(27r/7)2
dV(r)IA;(r; w)12
frequcncy squared, as prcdicted by Sigelmann and Reid [a].
= IT(w)B(w)12(2ir/r)2(2nS/k)2
. 1 . D,(r E V ;w)(66) Our formulation agrees with Sigelmann and Reid [a] when
the same experimental condition is used, except ffor a nuwhere
E V ; w ) is the mean diffraction correction merical constant. It also suggests that the sample volume
for backscatter coefficient defined in (20). The system re- and the reference plate could be placed in the nearfield for
sponse function T ( w ) B ( w )is obtained from
a flat transducer. For the focused transducer, our formulation agrees with Madsen et al. [4] when the effect of the
finite receive gate is ignored. The final data reduction is
only weakly dependent on the frequency when the sample
volume is close to the focal area.
where &(w) is the Fourier transform of the radio frequency voltage signal from a reference reflector and R is
the reflection coefficient of the reference reflector. Again,
APPENDIXA. THESPATIAL RECEIVEGATE
since Ao(r; w)= ( i 2 n / k ) . D(r;w),we have
Notice that Ao(r;w) = (i27r/k) . D(r; w) where D(r;w ) is
the radiation pattern defined in ( 3 ) , except that a relative
phase delay and amplitude shading of the transducer elements are allowed in our formulation. The sinc function
in (64) is due to the finite gate duration. If we ignore the
effect of the gate duration (see the discussion by Wear and
Popp [lo]),by setting sinc[(w-w’)r/2n]
(27r/7-)b(w-w’),
then (64) becomes

///,

n,9(r

lT(w)B(w)

l2

=

IVredW)

12(27rwk)2I Dref(2Zref; w ) I - 2 .
(68)

A more practical experimental set-up is shown in
Fig. A l . The transmitted pulse has a finite duration rp,
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and the receive gate duration is r 1t z - tl. Due to the fi- When the gate function in (Al) is used, we find
nite pulse duration the gated received signal includes scattering information from the three volumes marked I, IIand A,(r E V ; w ) S exp[-4aor2 - 4a(r - r,)]
exp[2arpc]- exp[-~ar,c] exp[2aZ]- exp[-2al]
III depicted in Fig. A l , assuming r > rp.The scattering
signals are received completely for scatterers in region 11,
4arpc
4al
and the scattering signals are received partially for scatter(B3)
ers in region I a n d III. This situation justifies the definition
of a spatial receive gate G ( r ) shown in Fig. A l , with
When attenuation is considered, the coupling function lDref(22,,f,w)12
is replaced by lDref(22,,f;w ) I 2 .
exp(-4a0zref), as is apparent from (28). So the total attenuation correction is

Io,

As(r E V; w ) E exp[-4ao(r, - z,,f) - 4 a ( r - r,)]
e x p [ 2 a ~ ~-c exp[-2ar&
]
exp[2aZ] - exp[-2aZ]
4arpc
4al

otherwise.

‘

Here, T I = c0t,/c+c(t1-t,)/2, rz = c o t z / 2 + c ( t ~-&)/a, t,
is the arrival time of the medium-tissue interface, and r, =
cot,/2 is the distance from the transducer to the interface.
The effective sample length, I , is therefore:

I =

l:

~ ( r ) d=r 7-2 - T1

= c(tZ

-

t1

-

-

crp/2

rp)/2,

(A21

(B4)
This correction is identical to that given by Sigelmann and
Reid [a]if 010 is allowed to vanish in the above expression.
When a1 << 1 (due to either low attenuation efficient
or small sample length), the last two terms of (B4) approaches unity. We have therefore

A,(r E V; w ) 2 exp[-4ao(r,

-

z,,f)- 4a(7 - r,)]
(B5)

and the mean distance from the transducer to the sample,
r. is

r=

lr

rG(r)dr = (Q

+ rl)/2.
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